Texas A&M University
73rd Session of the Student Senate
July 1st, 2020 7:00pm
Online – via Zoom

I. Opening Remarks

II. Senator Roll Call (tx.ag/701roll)

III. Reading of Meeting Rules

IV. Open Forum

1. David Cabrera
   a) That Sully remain as is

2. Ambrose Enfield
   a) To move Sully into an on campus museum/library

3. Nyima Ilaja Sanneh
   a) To move Sully into an on campus museum/library

4. Jesse Miller
   a) To remove Sully entirely

5. Carlo Chunga
   a) To remove Sully entirely

6. Elizabeth Barnes
   a) To move Sully into an on campus museum/library

7. Praneel Jadav
   a) To remove Sully entirely

8. Xavier Coonrod
   a) To move Sully into an on campus museum/library

9. Ryan Miller
   a) To remove Sully entirely

10. Shreya Rao
    a) To move Sully into an on campus museum/library

11. Chloe Edison
    a) To move Sully into an on campus museum/library

12. Tori Davis
    a) To move Sully into an on campus museum/library

13. Amorae Shamberger
    a) To remove Sully entirely

14. Infinite Tucker
    a) To remove Sully entirely

15. Grayson Kocsis
    a) To add a contextual placard to Sully

16. Zaria White
    a) To move Sully into an on campus museum/library

17. Weston Siler
    a) That Sully remain as is

18. Andrew
    a) That Sully remain as is